While everyone goes to college to get a degree, I have found in these last four years that the people I have met have taught me more about life than any education ever could. The choices that are made in these pivotal four years can determine one's future and the type of person you become. These women of the Delta Chi Theta sorority are some of the strongest and most driven individuals who are just a small selection of a group that shaped who I am today.

This series is a reflection of the relationships I have built during my time at Augustana College. In these relationships, I believe that the closer I am to a person, the less their visual becomes important. If I have come to know someone really well, only a small part of their portrait may be completed, because it is no longer how I identify them. Each portrait is combined with an abstract representation of my memories with them and the energy that this person gives me. Each detail, from color to brushstroke, creates an identity.